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Afghan mujahideen: 
From holy warriors 
to political chiefs

Decades after forging reputations as anti-
Soviet fighters during the Cold War, many
of Afghanistan’s former mujahideen com-

manders still wield influence in the war-torn coun-
try, despite claims of gross human rights violations
on their march to power. Among them was former
CIA asset turned brutal militant leader Jalaluddin
Haqqani, who founded the eponymous Haqqani
network that is now a top US target. His death was
announced Tuesday by the Taleban. Jalaluddin was
among several mujahideen commanders who rose
to prominence during the Soviet occupation of
1979-89. The survivors still have significant clout
in Afghanistan’s ethnic and tribal-driven politics. 

Their bravery and battlefield skills won them
fame and assistance from the United States and
Pakistan. Some, such as the resistance leader
Ahmad Shah Massoud who was assassinated in
2001, attained folk hero status. But after the
Russians left, Afghanistan slipped into civil war as
the mujahideen commanders sought to topple the
pro-communist government and then turned on
each other. Figures little known in the West but
etched into the memory of ordinary Afghans are
accused of killing thousands of people during the
bloody chaos of the early 1990s that fuelled the
flow of millions of Afghans across the border into
Pakistan.

After the Taleban was overthrown by a US-led
invasion in 2001, several controversial figures from
the previous two decades were brought into main-
stream politics in hopes of ensuring a smooth tran-
sition to democracy. The power and wealth gar-
nered over decades of constant conflict helped the
battle-hardened commanders in their new political
careers — but also made them difficult to control.
Some kept private militias even as they ascended
the political ranks, enabling them to enrich them-
selves and operate with impunity. Here are four
key figures: 

Hekmatyar
The former prime minister is one of the most

notorious warlords in Afghanistan’s history. A
prominent anti-Soviet commander in the 1980s,
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar is accused of killing thou-
sands in Kabul during the 1992-1996 civil war.
Following the 2001 US-led invasion and the fall of
the Taleban government, the US State Department
designated him a terrorist, accusing him of taking
part in and supporting attacks by Al-Qaeda and
the Taleban. He returned to Kabul and mainstream
political life in May 2017 following a peace deal
between his dormant Hezb-i-Islami militant group
and President Ashraf Ghani. The deal sparked
revulsion from human rights groups and Kabul
residents.

Sayyaf 
The former anti-Soviet resistance leader and

ally of Osama Bin Laden was a strident opponent
of the Taleban and after 2001 went on to become a
high-profile politician. Abdul Rab Rasoul Sayyaf
contested the 2014 presidential election before
endorsing front-runner Abdullah Abdullah, who
lost to Ashraf Ghani in a controversial vote. Sayyaf,
a religious scholar who remains influential despite
retiring from politics, is said to have been the
“mentor” of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the main
plotter of the 2001 attacks on New York and
Washington. Sayyaf also ran militant training
camps in Afghanistan and Pakistan throughout the
1980s and 1990s, which Mohammed attended.

Mohaqiq
Mohammad Mohaqiq fought the Soviet occupa-

tion before becoming embroiled in Afghanistan’s
brutal civil war in the 1990s. The most senior
politician from the minority Hazara ethnic group,
Mohaqiq contested the 2004 presidential election
before becoming the second deputy to Chief
Executive Abdullah Abdullah in 2014.  Mohaqiq
has been an outspoken critic of President Ashraf
Ghani’s government, accusing it, among other
things, of trying to sideline mujahideen leaders. 

Dostum 
Abdul Rashid Dostum, a powerful ethnic Uzbek

leader, is notorious for extreme barbarities and for
repeatedly switching loyalties over 40 years of
conflict. While he fought on the side of the Soviets
against the US-backed mujahideen in the 1980s, he
played a key role in helping US Special Forces
topple the Taleban in 2001. Despite a catalogue of
war crimes attached to his name and accusations
of organizing the rape and torture of a political
rival, Dostum became Afghanistan’s first vice pres-
ident in 2014. He received a hero’s welcome when
he returned to Kabul in July after more than a year
in exile. — AFP 

Ahuge pay rise, eight free trips home a year and a
heavily subsidized apartment. It was a dream job
offer that a Taiwanese engineer simply could not

refuse. A veteran of Taiwan’s top-tier chipmakers,
including United Microelectronics Corp (UMC), the
engineer took up the offer from a Chinese state-backed
chipmaker last year and now oversees a small team at a
wafer foundry in eastern China. The engineer joined a
growing band of senior Taiwan professionals working in
China’s booming and fast-developing semiconductor
industry.

Attracting such talent from Taiwan has become a key
part of an effort by China to put the industry into over-
drive and reduce the country’s dependence on overseas
firms for the prized chips that power everything from
smartphones to military satellites. That drive, which
started in 2014, intensified this year as US-China trade
tensions escalated, according to recruiters and industry
insiders, exposing what China feels is an overreliance
on foreign-made chips.

China imported $260 billion worth of semiconduc-
tors in 2017, more than its imports of crude oil. Home-
made chips made up less than 20 percent of domestic
demand in the same year, according to China
Semiconductor Industry Association. More than 300
senior engineers from Taiwan have moved to Chinese
chipmakers so far this year, joining nearly 1,000 others
who have relocated since Beijing set up a $22 billion
fund to develop the chip industry in 2014, according to
estimates from H&L Management Consultants, a
Taipei-based recruitment firm.

The battle for skilled engineers has raised concerns
in Taiwan that the island could lose a key economic
engine to its political foe, China. Analysts say China is
still years behind Taiwan in terms of chip design and
manufacturing, however, even as it moves ahead in
terms of the production of lower-end chips. China’s
semiconductor plans accelerated this year after the
United States banned sales of chips to the Chinese
phone vendor ZTE, senior Chinese officials familiar with
the matter told Reuters in April.

Tariffs imposed by Washington on $16 billion worth
of China’s imports have hit Chinese semiconductors,
which are now subject to tariff rates of 25 percent. That
will make Chinese chips less competitive compared to
those from Taiwan and South Korea, and could disrupt
China’s semiconductor ambitions. Beijing’s aim is to
have local chips comprise at least 40 percent of China’s
semiconductor needs by 2025.

Underscoring the talent crunch, two state-run insti-
tutions said in August that about 400,000 professionals
were working in China’s integrated circuit sector at the
end of 2017, far short of the estimated 720,000 workers
needed by 2020. While China has also targeted engi-
neers from South Korea and Japan to address that
shortage, it has had the most success in Taiwan thanks
to a common language and culture, recruiters say.

Lin Yu-Hsuan, a manager at the recruitment firm
H&L, said engineers from Taiwan were lured by high
pay, perks and more senior positions at Chinese chip-
makers like Semiconductor Manufacturing International
Corp (SMIC) that are flush with cash from China’s mul-
ti-billion chip fund. “Many of them said: ‘the money I
will earn in China in three years is equivalent to what I
could get in Taiwan in 10 years. I could retire earlier’,”
Lin said. Steve Wang, the vice chairman and president
of Novatek Microelectronics, a Taiwanese integrated
chip designer, said a small percentage of its employees
had left for China over the past two years, and acknowl-
edged that it would be difficult to match offers from
Chinese rivals.

The engineer at the wafer foundry, who declined to
be named as the details of his contract were not public,
said his Chinese employer offered him a new three-
bedroom apartment with a 40 percent discount on the
condition that he worked for the company for more than
five years, in addition to a 50 percent pay rise. He
declined to give the exact figure. “China dares to burn
money, whereas Taiwan companies have limited
resources,” he said.

Counter-offer
A senior executive at a newly-established chipmaker

in northeastern China, SiEn (QingDao) Integrated
Circuits Company Ltd, said about one-third of its
recently recruited 120 engineers were from Taiwan.
“There is not a lack of money. What we need is talent,”
said the person, who declined to be named as he was

not authorized to speak to the media. He said the com-
pany, led by Richard Chang, the founder of SMIC,
China’s leading chipmaker, offers new hires discounted
property and attractive subsidies for bilingual schools in
the port city of Qingdao.

“Taiwanese engineers are most experienced and
could help us cultivate local talents,” the executive said.
“The movement will continue to escalate.” Industry
watchers said Taiwan’s widely respected chip design
houses and foundries have been among the hardest hit
by the outflow of engineers, and have been forced to
ramp up spending to lure workers. The island’s leading
integrated circuit designers and chipmakers have seen a
35 percent jump in labor costs, including salary and
benefits from two years ago, compared with a 21 per-
cent hike in revenue, according to Reuters calculations
based on corporate filings from Taiwan’s 10 largest list-
ed companies by market value.

Trade secret
Taiwan has been watching the Chinese recruit-

ment efforts with growing anxiety. It has long barred
chipmakers l ike Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co Ltd, a key supplier to Apple Inc,
from moving their most advanced technology to

manufacturing operations in China to keep it from
falling into the hands of Chinese rivals.

Many in Taiwan are also concerned that the rapid
development of China’s chip industry could lead to the
sort of oversupply and plunging prices that came with
Chinese efforts to develop other key industries like
solar panels and liquid crystal displays. China’s inte-
grated circuit design firms have already surpassed their
Taiwan rivals in terms of revenue, with $31 billion in
2017, compared with Taiwan’s $22 billion, according to
Mark Li, an analyst at Bernstein. The fears are that the
battle for talent will widen that gap further.

In a move to retain top talent, Taiwan’s cabinet in
July pledged to relax tax regulations on employee stock
ownership. “The Chinese Communist Party has been
poaching our talent,” said Chen Mei-ling, minister of
Taiwan’s policy-planning National Development
Council. “The government has amended regulations to
help companies keep talent.” Ho Chan-cheng, legal
affairs director at Taiwan’s Intellectual Property Office,
said “inappropriate poaching” could lead to the leaking
of trade secrets and that the government was working
to protect the island’s core technology - namely the
capacity to increase chip yield per wafer.

Taiwan companies are also trying to offer their own
incentives. Antonio Yu, spokesman for the Taiwan-
based chip design house Phison Electronics Corp, said
that while the company “does not have the capital to
play such a money game,” it has tried to create a “reas-
suring environment” for its employees. He cited long-
standing cash bonuses and programs such as free legal
counseling, as well as a monthly town hall meeting with
Phison’s chairman, Khein-Seng Pua. “We treat our
employees like family,” he said. Despite such efforts,
Taiwanese engineers are finding incentives from China
hard to resist.

Tommy Huang, a 37-year-old Taiwanese chip engi-
neer who in 2016 joined United Semiconductor in south-
ern China - a joint venture between Taiwan’s UMC and
Chinese state-backed partners - said Taiwanese efforts
to retain talent did not work for him. “You don’t have any
chance if you stay in Taiwan,” said Huang, whose Chinese
employer offered him an annual school subsidy of up to
60,000 yuan ($8,689) for his five-year-old child and a
salary more than double what he earned in Taiwan. “We
are buying hope by coming to China.” — Reuters

A huge pay
rise, eight 
free trips 

home a year 

China lures chip talent from 
Taiwan with fat salaries, perks

A man looks back as he rides a bicycle past a New Balance store in Beijing. — AFP 


